Explaining European fungal fruiting phenology with climate variability
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Abstract. Here we assess the impact of geographically dependent (latitude, longitude, and altitude) changes in bioclimatic (temperature, precipitation, and primary productivity) variability on fungal fruiting phenology across Europe. Two main nutritional guilds of fungi, saprotrophic and ectomycorrhizal, were further separated into spring and autumn fruiters. We used a path analysis to investigate how biogeographic patterns in fungal fruiting phenology coincided with seasonal changes in climate and primary production. Across central to northern Europe, mean fruiting varied by approximately 25 d, primarily with latitude. Altitude affected fruiting by up to 30 d, with spring delays and autumnal accelerations. Fruiting was as much explained by the effects of bioclimatic variability as by their large-scale spatial patterns. Temperature drove fruiting of autumnal ectomycorrhizal and saprotrophic groups as well as spring saprotrophic groups, while primary production and precipitation were major drivers for spring-fruiting ectomycorrhizal fungi. Species-specific phenology predictors were not stable, instead deviating from the overall mean. There is significant likelihood that further climatic change, especially in temperature, will impact fungal phenology patterns at large spatial scales. The ecological implications are diverse, potentially affecting food webs (asynchrony), nutrient cycling and the timing of nutrient availability in ecosystems.
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INTRODUCTION

Research questions in biogeography often address the distribution and biodiversity of organisms across different spatiotemporal scales. Mycological examples include latitudinal gradients of richness estimates (Tedersoo et al. 2014, Dawson et al. 2015), beta diversities between disjunct sampling points (Glassman et al. 2015), and geographical linkages of fungal nutritional modes with vegetation groups (Swaty et al. 2016, Bueno et al. 2017). Moreover, it is important to understand phenological patterns at large spatial scales, especially as they signify the timing of key events related to reproduction and dispersal (Kauserud et al. 2008, 2011, Peay et al. 2012). Earlier studies concerning the effects of climate and temporal change on phenology were limited in space and time (Gange et al. 2007, Kauserud et al. 2008, 2010, 2012, Büntgen et al. 2012, Boddy et al. 2014). However, it is important to assess much broader-scale biogeographic patterns in fungal phenology over statistically meaningful periods. This has never been done before at the continental scale, because the necessary data have only just become available (Andrew et al. 2017).

Within this context, there are numerous questions that have been well examined for plants, and which would be sensible to consider for fungi. For example, early vs. late season plant susceptibility to phenology responses (Gallnat et al. 2015, Parmesan and Hanley 2015, Xie et al. 2015) could affect the intra-annual timing of fungal fruiting via photosynthetic and litter dynamics coupled to nutrient cycling and ecological mismatch. Early-season plant species are often considered more attuned to abiotic conditions, and thus more sensitive to climatic changes, than are mid- to late-season species (Pau et al. 2011). However, as originally fewer studies were related to autumnal phenology, it might actually be a very responsive season for various species (Parmesan and Hanley 2015). Autumnal responses would include fruit ripening, nutrient and carbon resorption (decay or transfer) and storage belowground, and leaf senescence— all features highly important to or with an equivalent component in fungal ecology.

Fungi exhibit a high diversity in their feeding preferences (nutritional modes; fungal guild) than organisms in most
other kingdoms. Two major groups are saprotrophic (decomposing dead organic matter) and mycorrhizal (symbiotically associated with living plants, exchanging nutrients for carbon). Ecological patterns often separate out in accordance with these groupings (e.g., Soudzilovskaia et al. 2015, Bueno et al. 2017). At regional scales, saprotrophic fungi fruit earlier in spring and fruiting extends later in autumn than for ectomycorrhizal fungi (Kaus erud et al. 2012, Andrew et al. 2018). This is probably related more to seasonal end and its effects on resource availability for ectomycorrhizal than saprotrophic fungi. The latter demonstrate a large phenological direct response to climate signals while that of ectomycorrhizal fungi is likely to be more directly related to variability in primary production (Kaus erud et al. 2012, Andrew et al. 2018), itself related to climate.

While climate is accepted as a main contributor to phenological change, in many organisms its effect is dependent upon biotic and geographical (spatial) conditions. These connections between climatic, biotic, and geographical variabilities have not been clearly determined for fungal phenology at continental scales. Given substantial impacts to other biological organisms (Stenseth et al. 2002, Pau et al. 2011, Austen et al. 2017), we can expect fungal phenology to be patterned by biogeographical dependencies of climate and seasonality. Here we investigated climate impacts and the interdependencies (interrelatedness) between geography, altitude, and primary production on fungal biogeographical patterning. We also assessed how differing phenology responses were across species and related to seasonality and ecology (Diez et al. 2013).

It is generally assumed that biogeographic patterns of fungi reflect seasonal variation across the European continent; fungi fruit later where spring onset is later, and fruit longer into the year where autumnal onset is either later or more prolonged (Kaus erud et al. 2010). However, the extent to which bioclimatic and geographical variance might influence phenology patterns at such a large spatial scale, and between the groups of fungi that fruit in different seasons and different nutritional modes, remains unclear. Our aim was to quantify the extent to which climate influences phenological trends in fungal fruiting, as well as the relation between the bioclimatic variables themselves. We assessed whether bioclimatic and geographic patterns could be explained outside the context of one another, and to what extent the latter could explain the former. Climate-related effects were hypothesized to greater impact autumn-fruiting and saprotrophic fungi, while the influence of primary productivity was expected to be greater for ectomycorrhizal fungi. Finally, we explored how contemporary to future changes in temperature, precipitation and primary productivity might influence, further, fungal fruiting phenology shifts. These objectives render this study unique compared to earlier fungal phenology research, including studies utilizing selections from the same data (see references above): the analyses directly incorporate climate variables (i.e., temperature and precipitation) into the models, instead of inferring climate impacts from temporal change; both the direct and indirect impacts of climate are assessed, and in combination with geographical effects on fruiting phenology as well as primary productivity; finally, the most graphically extensive data coverage, to this date, is utilized (covering as much of Europe as currently possible).

**METHODS**

**Data sources, processing and bias removals**

The over 6 million records of fungal fruiting observations utilized for this study originated from multiple sources (museums, herbaria, societies, and citizen science projects) across eight European countries (Austria, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Slovenia, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom). The data were previously assembled and formatted into one main meta-database, and included initial bias-removal processing (Andrew et al. 2017), for example, removing duplicate records, geographical outliers, records without complete dates, and harmonizing nomenclature. While further biases and skewness in this form of data have been earlier discussed (e.g., Halme et al. 2012, Boddy et al. 2014, Davis et al. 2015; for example, potential for collector biases), phenological responses have also been found to be robust across these types of data, and across spatial scales as well as sources, when appropriately analyzed and especially when a combination of multi-source data are used, as in the present study (Andrew et al. 2018).

To increase robustness further, the taxonomy and temporal distributions of the fungal records were additionally limited. Data were aggregated by geographical unit and species across the years 1970–2010, corresponding to the decades with the most data coverage (Andrew et al. 2017). Almost 4 million records were extracted for the majority of orders forming (more or less) macroscopic, ephemeral, fruit bodies of the Basidiomycota and Ascomycota, i.e., the Agaricales, Boletales, Cantharellales, Pezizales, and Russulales (Appendix S1: Fig. S1). While efforts to delimit the taxonomic groupings, as well as earlier attention to harmonizing nomenclature, streamlined the taxonomic scope, there is likelihood that certain cryptic species and/or species complexes yet exist in the data. As we do not address biodiversity responses here, rather phenology related to bioclimatic variability, such issues are expected to have minimal consequences to the results reported.

Fungal ecologies vary substantially by nutritional mode and seasonality of fruiting, so that the fungal data were separated into four groups based on two categories each of nutritional mode (saprotrophic or ectomycorrhizal) and seasonality (spring or autumn fruiting). Main genus-level nutritional mode, when distinguishable, was assigned according to Rinaldi et al. (2008), Tedersoo and Smith (2013), and with additional species-specific information added through expertise. Sensu Kaus erud et al. (2010), spring-fruiting fungi were considered to be those whose average fruiting date was before 1 July and autumn-fruiting fungi those with average fruiting date after 1 July. As organisms do not follow calendar years to the start or end of their reproductive seasons, annual seasonal starts were calculated based on the minimum number of fruiting events in relation to a seasonal peak in fruiting. The start of the season for spring-fruiting fungi was set to 1 January and the start of the season for autumn-fruiting fungi was set to 1 March (as many late autumn fruiters can have prolonged fruiting into January and February in oceanic regions of Europe).

Bioclimatic (climate plus primary productivity) variables were obtained from open-source data. Climate data were
extracted at the 2.5-min resolution from WorldClim for mean annual temperature and precipitation (Hijmans et al. 2005; data available online; http://www.worldclim.org). GIMMS AVHRR Global NDVI-3 g (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) data with 1/12-degree resolution were extracted from Ecocast (Pinzon and Tucker 2014; data available online; https://ecocast.arc.nasa.gov). The annual averages of monthly mean value concatenated data composites were taken across the temporal extent available for the data that most matched the fungal data set (1982–2010), and averaged across time. NDVI is often used as a measure of initial primary productivity, as it corresponds to the advent of the spring season in northern latitudes (Pettorelli et al. 2005, Nielsen et al. 2012). As these variables are all static, we cannot here address any impact of global change on fungal fruiting phenology.

Statistical analyses

Data processing and all statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.2.2 (R Core Team 2015) with the packages corrplot, gamm4, gims, maps, mgcv, nlme, piecewiseSEM, raster, and rgdal. Bioclimatic data were combined to the fungal recordings based on latitude and longitude coordinates, and analysed with scaled variables and UTM zone 32 geospatial projections (within a zone, the UTM coordinate distances are consistent across northing and easting, unlike latitude/longitude projections). Collinearities were kept as low as possible while retaining geographical and bioclimatic variables (Appendix S2: Fig. S1).

Geographical distributional patterns in fungal phenology were generated through generalized additive mixed modeling with random slope and intercept models (Zuur et al. 2009, Kauserud et al. 2012). These models allow the use of regression analyses without requiring the assumptions of normal distributions or homogeneous variance, and also allow the analyst to incorporate a degree of variability, termed “random,” for differing species responses, but while still analyzing overall across species for the fixed, predictor variable(s) effect(s). Data were analysed as spring- or autumnal-fruiting fungi and in terms of the seasonal fruiting day start (2.5 percentile), mean, and end (97.5 percentile). Phenology (fruiting day) responses were modeled with spline predictors for the interaction of easting and northing plus altitude. Spline predictors offer a degree of non-linearity that better matches geographical patterns. Offsets and weights by sample size per species and geographical unit (easting and northing combination) helped account for variance among sample units. Species was considered a random effect to account for taxonomic variability in phenology response.

The autumnal data were so extensive (over 2 million records) that it could not be processed in its entirety, even in a high-performance computing environment. Thus 100 models (containing 10% randomized data subsets) were bootstrapped to a mean response across all subsets (Appendix S3: Table S1).

An assemblage of 18 regression models comprised the basis for the path analysis predicting phenology and interdependent relationships between bioclimatic and geographical variability in Europe. The fungal-related regressions of bioclimatic influence on fruiting phenology were considered integral to the analysis (termed models 1–8). Then explanatory regressions of geography on phenology response (models 9–11; more properly accounted for in the previous analyses) as well as bioclimatic response (models 12–18) were considered important within the context of the fungal-related regressions. In total 18 regressions were run for each of four fungal groupings (Appendices S4–S7: Table S1): paired combinations of season (autumnal- or spring-fruiting) and nutritional mode (ectomycorrhizal or saprotrophic). Linear mixed-effects models accounted for taxonomic variability in response by modeling species as a random factor (Zuur et al. 2009). Unequal sample sizes between species and geographical units were accounted for by weighting by sample sizes. Conditional $R^2$ values were used as the main assessment of explained variance, as they account for fixed (bioclimatic and/or geographical) and random (species variability) components (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013, Johnson 2014).

To summarize, generalized additive mixed models were utilized to describe geographical and altitudinal patterns of fungal fruiting day. From the available data, we could extrapolate phenology patterns via regressions to the central and northern extents of Europe. Second, path analysis, a statistical technique to model the correlation structure among variables, allowed the testing of direct and indirect relationships between bioclimatic and geographical relationships related to fruiting phenology. For each combination of fruiting season and nutritional mode, we assessed the performance of these path models.

RESULTS

Geographical and altitudinal distribution patterns of fruiting phenology

The geographical and altitudinal patterns in fungal fruiting phenology matched the seasonal onset of spring and autumn in Europe (Fig. 1). For each fungal group (ectomycorrhizal vs. saprotrophic; spring vs. autumn fruiting), across Europe the mean fruiting date varied by approximately 20–25 d; latitude and altitude determined north-south phenology patterns while longitudinal-related, oceanic effects contributed via non-linearity to the phenology distributions.

For autumnal-fruiting fungi, mean annual fruiting in higher latitudes occurred 5 d earlier and in lower latitudes 15 d later, than a mean value longitudinally located across southern Norway to northern Denmark and southern Germany (Fig. 1). There was generally later fruiting in more oceanic environments. Similarly, mean fruiting days at higher altitudes were up to 20 d earlier than closer to sea level. Trends seen with mean fruiting were similar when the start (2.5th percentile) and the end (97.5th percentile) of the season were considered, but with a couple of exceptions (Appendix S8: Fig. S1). For example, an oceanic effect on longitude had a more pronounced effect on the start of the fruiting season (2.5 percentile) and less of an effect than latitude on the end of the season (97.5th percentile). With greater altitude, fruiting day more sharply accelerated in time in the later season (97.5th percentile) when compared to the earlier season (2.5th percentile).
Fig. 1. Spatial distribution and variation in the average fruiting days of fungi throughout Europe for (a) autumnal and (b) spring fruiting taxa. The fruiting day phenology is plotted for mean fruiting. Data points per geographical unit represent the presence of fungal records and are shaded by altitude from low (light) to high (dark). The inset figures illustrate the extent of fruiting day deviation by elevation, in comparison to what is displayed on the map (fruiting at zero altitude). In the inset figures, the model predictions for spring and autumn (one model) are represented by the altitudinal-shaded large dots (corresponding to the x-axis values; actual altitude is reported from back-calculating scaled values). As 100 models were bootstrapped for the autumn data, the mean predictions are additionally provided by the solid line. Confidence intervals are represented by the small, dotted lines. Variables were scaled to relativize otherwise widely varying ranges. See Appendix S3: Table S1 for model statistics.
Patterns of mean fruiting date for spring-fruiting fungi were often opposite to those of the autumn-fruiting fungi (Fig. 1). Increased latitude delayed spring-fruiting (up to 15–20 d) more than it hastened autumn fruiting (5 d). Conversely, with lower latitudes, the earlier fruiting for spring-fruiting fungi (15 d) was more similar in effect size to the later fruiting by autumnal-fruiting fungi (5–10 d). Altitudinal effects were similar but more pronounced with spring-fruiting (30 d) than autumn-fruiting (20 d) fungi, and across a lower altitudinal range; elevation changed per fruiting day with approximately 60- vs. 130-m inclines, respectively. Stronger impacts at higher latitudes and with more sharply increasing altitude caused greater phenology variance to the spring-fruiting fungi.

Overall phenological effects of bioclimatic (climate + primary production) variability

Temperature most strongly and comprehensively affected the average fruiting days of fungi, and was a major component for autumnal-fruiting saprotrophic and ectomycorrhizal, as well as spring-fruiting saprotrophic fruiting. In contrast, the mean fruiting day of spring-fruiting ectomycorrhizal fungi was least affected by temperature (Appendix S4: Table S1), and exhibited greater variability in effects between species (Fig. 2). Mean fruiting day was earlier for spring-fruiting saprotrophic fungi when mean annual temperature was higher (Appendix S5: Table S1), and conversely was delayed for autumnal-fruiting fungi (Appendices S6 and S7: Table S1). The mean fruiting day for autumnal-fruiting fungi was also later both when precipitation and NDVI were higher, though with effects muted compared to those for temperature (Fig. 2). In contrast, precipitation and NDVI had greater effects than temperature for spring-fruiting ectomycorrhizal fungi, and increased levels of the former two caused earlier fruiting (Fig. 2). Precipitation likewise advanced mean fruiting day for spring saprotrophic fungi, while NDVI delayed it.

In terms of model fits (Table 1), the spring-fruiting ectomycorrhizal model explained the greatest amount of variance (conditional $R^2 = 0.61$), meaning it best predicted fruiting phenology (compared to other season and nutritional mode combinations). Values of explained variance then decreased from autumnal-fruiting ectomycorrhizal ($R^2 = 0.23$), autumnal-fruiting saprotrophic ($R^2 = 0.15$), to spring-fruiting saprotrophic ($R^2 = 0.10$) fungi. The spring-fruiting ectomycorrhizal dataset overall generated far higher conditional $R^2$ values (the main assessment of explained variance, accounting for fixed (bioclimatic &/or geographical) and random (species) effects) than the other fungal groups (Table 1), especially compared to the spring-fruiting saprotrophic fungi.

The bioclimatic-geographical phenology network

Interdependencies (mutually depending on one another) between geography, altitude, climate, and primary productivity varied in relation to fungal fruiting seasonality and nutritional mode (Fig. 3, Table 1). Bioclimatic patterns were best explained within the context of geography and altitude. There was high predictive capacity of the bioclimatic variables by the geographical variables; however, in these
| Model | Response | Predictor | Ectomycorrhizal fungi | | Saprotrophic fungi |
|-------|----------|-----------|-----------------------|-----------------------|
|       |          |           | Autumnal              | Spring                | Autumnal              | Spring                |
|       |          |           | AIC | BIC | Marginal $R^2$ | Conditional $R^2$ | AIC | BIC | Marginal $R^2$ | Conditional $R^2$ | AIC | BIC | Marginal $R^2$ | Conditional $R^2$ |
| 1     | Ph       | Te, Pr, Nd, Al, No, Ea | 2083451 | 2083718 | 0.036 | 0.250 | 3563 | 3690 | 0.323 | 0.648 | 3166843 | 3167119 | 0.011 | 0.170 | 168413 | 168621 | 0.011 | 0.082 |
| 2     | Ph       | Te, Pr, Nd | 2110122 | 2110296 | 0.028 | 0.230 | 3640 | 3723 | 0.006 | 0.605 | 3197115 | 3197296 | 0.007 | 0.153 | 168830 | 168965 | 0.002 | 0.098 |
| 3     | Ph       | Te      | 2118692 | 2118750 | 0.025 | 0.212 | 3630 | 3657 | 0.000 | 0.585 | 3205445 | 3205505 | 0.006 | 0.144 | 169097 | 169142 | 0.001 | 0.093 |
| 4     | Ph       | Pr      | 2156011 | 2156069 | 0.002 | 0.194 | 3647 | 3675 | 0.000 | 0.582 | 3219508 | 3219569 | 0.001 | 0.139 | 169033 | 169138 | 0.000 | 0.090 |
| 5     | Ph       | Nd      | 2161941 | 2161999 | 0.004 | 0.186 | 3619 | 3647 | 0.000 | 0.592 | 3223011 | 3223071 | 0.000 | 0.137 | 169090 | 169135 | 0.000 | 0.090 |
| 6     | Ph       | Te, Pr | 2112573 | 2112678 | 0.026 | 0.224 | 3645 | 3695 | 0.002 | 0.588 | 3202871 | 3202979 | 0.006 | 0.148 | 168979 | 169060 | 0.001 | 0.096 |
| 7     | Ph       | Te, Nd | 2116302 | 2116407 | 0.026 | 0.217 | 3613 | 3663 | 0.005 | 0.602 | 3200254 | 3200362 | 0.007 | 0.149 | 168954 | 169035 | 0.002 | 0.096 |
| 8     | Ph       | Pr, Nd | 2149841 | 2149946 | 0.005 | 0.195 | 3631 | 3681 | 0.004 | 0.595 | 3213495 | 3213603 | 0.002 | 0.143 | 168911 | 168992 | 0.001 | 0.093 |
| 9     | Ph       | Al, No, Ea | 2087591 | 2087719 | 0.036 | 0.242 | 3541 | 3602 | 0.286 | 0.646 | 3175938 | 3176070 | 0.012 | 0.158 | 168669 | 168768 | 0.009 | 0.076 |
| 10    | Ph       | No, Ea | 2121391 | 2121495 | 0.014 | 0.228 | 3546 | 3596 | 0.288 | 0.635 | 3194868 | 3194976 | 0.005 | 0.151 | 168745 | 168827 | 0.009 | 0.073 |
| 11    | Ph       | Al      | 2122302 | 2122360 | 0.021 | 0.211 | 3621 | 3648 | 0.014 | 0.576 | 3189702 | 3189762 | 0.01 | 0.149 | 169068 | 169113 | 0.000 | 0.092 |
| 12    | Te       | No     | 2164625 | 2164683 | 0.022 | 0.554 | 3948 | 3976 | 0.219 | 0.723 | 3225676 | 3225737 | 0.028 | 0.516 | 157641 | 157687 | 0.018 | 0.475 |
| 13    | Nd       | No     | 2304292 | 2304350 | 0.077 | 0.259 | 4621 | 4648 | 0.142 | 0.380 | 3448861 | 3448921 | 0.064 | 0.205 | 168104 | 168149 | 0.062 | 0.229 |
| 14    | Pr       | Ea     | 2181217 | 2181275 | 0.007 | 0.619 | 4463 | 4491 | 0.002 | 0.550 | 3175302 | 3175362 | 0.049 | 0.649 | 158100 | 158146 | 0.024 | 0.565 |
| 15    | Te       | Al     | 1783966 | 1784024 | 0.228 | 0.668 | 3107 | 3135 | 0.408 | 0.837 | 2651554 | 2651614 | 0.251 | 0.676 | 129287 | 129332 | 0.303 | 0.723 |
| 16    | Nd       | Al     | 2394835 | 2394893 | 0.000 | 0.275 | 4785 | 4813 | 0.015 | 0.435 | 3539772 | 3539737 | 0.000 | 0.216 | 171069 | 171115 | 0.010 | 0.301 |
| 17    | Nd       | Te     | 2329961 | 2330019 | 0.072 | 0.181 | 4594 | 4622 | 0.125 | 0.323 | 3484461 | 3484521 | 0.039 | 0.153 | 171245 | 171290 | 0.018 | 0.197 |
| 18    | Nd       | Pr     | 2398552 | 2398610 | 0.001 | 0.269 | 4760 | 4788 | 0.011 | 0.385 | 3529402 | 3529462 | 0.001 | 0.228 | 171562 | 171608 | 0.004 | 0.245 |

Notes: The predictor and response variables define each model and can be compared to the AIC (Akaike information criterion), BIC (Bayesian information criteria), conditional $R^2$ (explains random [species] plus fixed [predictor] effects) and marginal $R^2$ (explains fixed effects only), all of which provide information on model fit. The biologically related components of the path analysis (models 1–8) calculate the predicted fruiting phenology effects resulting from bioclimatic variance. Geographical and altitudinal components help account for the predictor variable effects upon fruiting phenology (models 9–11) as well as between those variables (models 12–18). These are results from random slope and intercept linear mixed models. Ph, phenology; Te, temperature; Pr, precipitation; Nd, NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index); Al, altitude; No, northing (latitude); Ea, easting (longitude).
analyses it was the effect of the bioclimatic variables on phenology that was of key interest. In terms of this, the main bioclimatic model (Table 1; what is termed model 2) explained variance in fungal fruiting day, measured by the conditional $R^2$, more than any of its individual components did (models 3–8). Model fits were often better when geographical variables were included along with the bioclimatic variables (model 1); this was more due to latitude and longitude (model 10) than to altitude (model 11), though when combined the models were as good as, or better, than the bioclimatic models (models 9 vs. 2). Generally, however, the increase in explaining variance caused by adding geography was not substantially greater than analyzing bioclimatic predictability alone (Table 1).

**Discussion**

Fungal biogeographical phenology patterns were characterized through the analysis of 4 million fruit body records distributed across Europe. Fungal phenology reflected known patterns in seasonal onset in non-equatorial regions, and extended established trends (e.g., Kauserud et al. 2012, 2016).

**Figure 3.** The path analysis single-effects model results are reported here to most simply describe direct and indirect bioclimatic effects to fungal fruiting phenology. The conditional $R^2$ values are relativized by the maximum across all fungal groups for the single-effects models (models 3–5 and 10–18), explaining the amount of variance captured for each to predicting the response variable (pointed to by the arrows). The biologically related components of the path analysis (models 3–5) calculate the predicted fruiting phenology direct effects resulting from bioclimatic variance. Geographical and altitudinal components help account for the predictor variable effects upon fruiting phenology (models 9–11; but see earlier results regarding fruiting phenology and geography), as well as between those variables (models 12–18). (a, b) Autumn season and (c, d) spring season fruiting groups of (a, c) saprotrophic (sap-) and (b, d) ectomycorrhizal (ecto-) nutritional modes are shown. Precip., precipitation; Temp., temperature.
Andrew et al. 2018). Autumn-fruiting fungi fruited earlier at higher latitudes and altitudes, and in more continental locations, in accord with earlier onset of autumn in those localities (Fig. 1). Spring-fruiting fungi fruited later with higher latitudes and altitudes, and in more oceanic locations, in line with later start of spring in those areas. Stronger impacts at higher latitudes and with more sharply increasing altitude caused greater phenology variance to the spring than the autumn fungi. The extent to which this is a result of seasonal, climatic, photoperiodic, or other variables should be further investigated, as it has parallels to previous findings for plants (Pau et al. 2011, Gill et al. 2015).

In contrast to the geographical effects, direct bioclimatic impacts on fruiting phenology were generally greater for autumn-fruiting than spring-fruiting fungi (Fig. 2, Table 2). Climate especially impacted autumnal-fruiting fungi while NDVI, though less in magnitude, affected spring-fruiting fungi. Related botanical research found early-season (i.e., spring) responses were more often affected by abiotic features while late-season (i.e., autumn) responses were more affected by biotic features (Pau et al. 2011). This matched fungal responses only in spring-fruiting fungi at higher latitudes and altitudes (Fig. 1), demonstrating the need to separate the underlying factors of geography and climate in seasonal responses. Less clear seasonal patterning by fungi compared to plants could be explained by the greater diversity in nutritional modes and ecological roles. Biotic impacts were generally more important for ectomycorrhizal fungi (especially spring-fruiting) while climatic impacts were more important for saprotrophic fungi (especially autumn-fruiting).

While mean annual temperature was positively correlated with earlier mean spring-fruiting day, its effect was even greater with autumnal-fruiting fungal groups. With less of a degree increase, temperature correlated with a greater fruiting delay in autumnal-fruiting fungal groups (Table 2). Temperature impacted saprotrophic fruiting more than ectomycorrhizal fruiting, though with greater variance based on nutritional mode. Precipitation, at the scale used for this study, less dramatically impacted fungal phenology. Precipitation might correlate more to the amount of fruiting than the timing (Büntgen et al. 2015, Heegaard et al. 2016), and is also likely to act on finer temporal scales and spatial resolutions than we present here. From our results, it is suggested that increasing mean annual temperature will impact large-scale fungal fruiting phenology more rapidly than increasing mean total precipitation and with severe interactions depending on geography and altitude.

The link between autumnal fungal fruiting and a shift in the balance of carbon allocation to aboveground plant parts and the belowground root systems is well established (Abramoff and Finzi 2015). The lack of statistical significance of NDVI to autumnal-fruiting ectomycorrhizal fungi was contrary to our expectations, and likely due to the emphasis that NDVI places on the onset of primary production in the spring (Pettorelli et al. 2005, Nielsen et al. 2012). It may not be a proper indicator for carbon dynamics across all seasons, especially for autumnal-based phenology. That the spring-fruiting ectomycorrhizal fungi could fruit earlier with increased primary productivity (NDVI) was likely appropriately captured (Fig. 2). Other measures relating to belowground carbon transfer, such as leaf senescence, belowground carbon and nutrient resorption, or even the climatic indicator of frost days, would likely better explain the onset of autumnal fungal phenology. There is clearly need for further investigations of ectomycorrhizal fruiting comparing measures and indicators of primary production. Overall, fungal fruiting phenology aligned with indications of resource availability (NDVI) more in ectomycorrhizal than saprotrophic taxa.

The magnitude and directions of fruiting day responses (measured by species-specific slopes of the bioclimatic variables) varied across species (Fig. 2). The greatest variability in the response strength and direction occurred with spring-fruiting species, indicating wide variance in how spring-fruiting fungi respond to temperature, precipitation and primary productivity. These results, combined with low conditional \( R^2 \) values relative to marginal \( R^2 \) (i.e., explained model variance due to random [species] plus fixed [bioclimatic and geographical] effects vs. fixed effects only; Table 1), suggest that phenology responses related to seasonality and ecology are not fixed across species; general trends exist in fungal phenology, but species do also respond variably. This in itself is not very surprising (Diez et al. 2013), but does indicate a trend across the broadest spatial scale and taxonomic coverage. It also explains why deviations in climatic change responses can occur between localities if the taxonomic representations also differ (Andrew et al. 2016).

**Future climate change and phenology shifts**

To consider the likely future shifts in fungal fruiting phenology, the regression results of the main bioclimatic model were relativized and compared to how climate is expected to

---

**Table 2.** The amount of change in temperature, precipitation or NDVI required to shift fruiting day by one day (earlier or later).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Nutritional mode</th>
<th>Amount increase in variable (for 1 d earlier or later fruiting)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean annual temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Ectomycorrhizal</td>
<td>2.27° (earlier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Saprotrophic</td>
<td>0.73° (earlier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn</td>
<td>Ectomycorrhizal</td>
<td>0.16° (later)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn</td>
<td>Saprotrophic</td>
<td>0.13° (later)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Each of the two seasons and two nutritional modes can be compared. These values were calculated based on the regression slopes of the linear mixed models with randomized slope and intercepts, predicting phenology by climate and NDVI (this is the main model, which is referred to as model 2), calculating from scaled values and contingent on variable ranges.
change in Europe. First, as mean annual temperature is predicted to continue increasing (Kovats et al. 2014), spring-fruiting fungi can be expected to occur earlier and autumn-fruiting to occur later (Fig. 2). Autumnal-fruiting fungi will likely demonstrate greater phenological responsiveness to temperature fluctuations than spring-fruiting fungi; fruiting by ectomycorrhizal and saprotrophic taxa is predicted (by our regressions) to be delayed by one day with increasing mean annual temperatures of 0.16°C and 0.13°C, respectively (Table 2). In contrast, mean annual temperatures must increase by 2.27°C and 0.73°C for one day advances in spring-fruiting by ectomycorrhizal and saprotrophic fungi, respectively. Thus, global temperature changes are likely to affect spring-fruiting less than autumnal-fruiting. As the rate of warming is predicted to be greater at higher latitudes (Kovats et al. 2014), and spring fruiting is delayed in northern-most regions (Fig. 1), this might result in large phenological changes, despite relatively low overall responses of spring-fruiting fungi to temperature increases.

Greater annual precipitation, as with temperature, accelerated the average fruiting day of spring-fruiting fungi and prolonged the day for autumnal-fruiting fungi (Fig. 2). Mean annual precipitation changes throughout Europe are predicted to vary more than temperature, though with general increases in northern Europe, and general decreases in southern Europe (Kovats et al. 2014). We found that saprotrophic autumnal-fruiting fungi were the most responsive to precipitation fluctuations, delaying fruiting by one day per 40 mm average increase in precipitation (Table 2). Ectomycorrhizal fungi, for the autumnal- and spring-fruiting groups respectively, shifted phenology by one day with 82 and 63 mm average increases in precipitation. Least affected by precipitation fluctuations were the saprotrophic spring-fruiting fungi, requiring 148 mm precipitation increase for one day fruiting advance. Thus, given the patchiness of precipitation, we suggest greater heterogeneity in responses by fungal fruiting in the future.

Our use of static bioclimatic variables was due to the availability of data at the time of analyses. If more accurate, temporally changing, bioclimatic covariates had been utilized in the path analyses, we might expect even more precise estimates, but still the same trends as reported here. The extent of climatic variability encompassed across the geographical range of the data far exceeds the change in covariates at given locations across time. Thus, the characterizations of continental-scale fungal fruiting phenology dynamics are likely robust despite global change, though the latter is certainly imperative to incorporate into future studies (inclusive of nitrogen effects), and especially as we continue to so aptly characterize fungal biogeographical patterns at continental scales.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated the network of dependencies that relate to fungal biogeographical phenology patterns. Mean annual temperature has a stronger impact on phenology than annual precipitation or primary production, for most fungal groups. Geography and altitude structure phenology in accord with bioclimatic variability. With such a holistic approach, we have affirmed the importance of climate and biogeography for the phenological patterning of fungi. These results demonstrate the significant likelihood that further climatic change, especially temperature, will impact fungal phenology patterns at large spatial scales. Expected ecosystem consequences are many, including effects on food webs that are fruit-body consumption-based, nutrient cycles and the timing of nutrient release, and the potential for disconnect between the responses of both saprotrophic and ectomycorrhizal guilds, as well as asynchrony between fungi and fungal-dependent organisms, including dispersal vectors.
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